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The Gallery - Lara Cicchini and Bec Fingher (PG)
Stuck in an art gallery with their lives on lockdown. 

Three people are confronted by a gunman who 
doesn't quite know what he's doing. With one bullet 
left, how do you decide whose life is more valuable? 

How do you measure it?
Stevenson Theatre - 3 FEB @ 7:30PM · 50 MINS 

1 - 2 FEB @ 8:30PM · 50 MINS
The Principal - 9 FEB @ 8:00PM · 50 MINS

Gran In A Van - Euphorium Creative (18+)
Celebrity Speeding madly towards 60, instead of 

putting on the brakes and moving to the slow lane, 
'Gran In A Van' hits the accelerator and hits a wild 
adventure about living in a campervan, portaloo 

mishaps, sinister snakes and an irrational fear of the 
dark.  Starting Stand Up late in life grandma of four 

Leonie Clarke has never quite grown up herself.
7th Ave - 24 - 25 JAN @ 7:30PM · 50 MINS

MIDLAND’S

FRINGE WORLD VENUES

A SNAKE’S TALE - Roaming Reptile Education (G)
Meet real live snakes and lizards in this interactive 

show for children aged 3+. Find out what reptiles eat, 
where they live, and even what they feel like! You'll 

finally be able to say you've seen a snake's tale..."It's 
safe to say Cass is some kind of magician." Weekend 
Notes, 2018. Award-nominated for FRINGE WORLD 

Best Children's Event 2018.
Stevenson Theatre - 17 FEB @ 2:00PM · 55 MINS

HAMDOGS - Sean Conway & Tor Snyder (18+)
What happens when you combine one unstoppable 

force with another unstoppable force? You 
getHAMDOGS! Two Perth juggernauts, Sean Conway 

& Tor Snyder, share the stage in an hour of pure 
Comedy Deliciousness. Equally as funny as they are 
stupid for naming their show HAMDOGS, these two 

acts bring the laughs, HARD.
7th Ave - 2 FEB @ 8:30PM · 60 MINS

Mrs Mac’s Boys - Matt Storer & Cameron McLaren (M)
Matt Storer and Cameron McLaren are two of Australia’s 

brightest up and coming comedians. Like a succulent 
beef pie or steaming sausage roll, they’re bad for your 

long term health, yet irresistible. Good thing they're 
award-winning comics and not delicious pastry treats, so 

they’ll only hurt your gut with laughter.
7th Ave - 7 FEB @ 7:30PM · 60 MINS
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Plastic Planet - Spex (PG)
Plastic Planet responds to the tragedy of the plastic 

pollution of our oceans. The presence of plastic is one of 
the greatest threats to the conservation of wildlife globally. 
After debuting in Indonesia, Plastic Planet comes to Perth 
offering a bleak imagining of a world consumed by plastic.

Stevenson Theatre -18, 25 JAN @ 7:30PM · 45 MINS

Ebz Dispenser - Colin Ebsworth (18+)
Perth's own comedy heavyweight returns to FRINGE 

WORLD stronger than ever, premiering his sixth new solo 
show, Ebz Dispenser. Come see #perthsmostprolific kick it 
in the d*ck live!"Brilliant" ★★★★ FringeFeed, 2017"A true 

funny man" ★★★★ Fourth Wall Media, 2017"Had the 
crowd in stitches" The Music

7th Ave -16 FEB @ 8:00PM · 60 MINS

Durga - Dabali Theatre 
DURGA is the Holiest Goddess revered for combating the 

evil power within this earth. The play begins with the 
meditation pray by Mahisasura, the king of Asura for 
Bramha, creator of the Universe. His hard devotion 
succeeds, allowing him to visit Bramha. Mahisasura 

receives a Grant Blessing of power to keep him from dying 
at the hands of any Devas.

Stevenson Theatre - 4, 7 FEB @ 10:00AM · 60 MINS 5 
FEB @ 1:00PM · 60 MINS 3 FEB @ 2:00PM · 60 MINS 1 - 
2 FEB @ 7:00PM · 60 MINS 6 FEB @ 7:30PM · 60 MINS

Comedians vs Rappers - Raptrap Entertainment (18+)
COMEDIANS VS RAPPERS is a high paced improv show 
which fuses rap and comedy. This concept is simple yet 
unique. We pit established comedians against the best 
battle rappers, and the result is magic. "the best way to 

see comedy is in rap battle" **** themusic.com.au
7th Ave - 19 JAN @ 8:00PM · 60 MINS

The Caberet Of Curiosities - Frater XV (18+R)
The Cabaret of Curiosities returns. Frater XV has collected 
some of the best stories and storytellers from around the 
globe. Hear the great Women of Valour stories, learn of 
the great women role models and their stories. Witness 
other shows of the weird and wonderful including water 

that turns things to stone and much more…
Stevenson Theatre  - 8 - 10, 14 FEB @ 6:00PM · 55 

MINS 8 - 10, 14 - 17 FEB @ 8:30PM · 45 MINS 8 - 10, 14 
- 17 FEB @ 9:30PM · 45 MINS

SHOW PRICES AND TICKETS GO TO www.fringeworld.com.au/whats_on/hubs/the-pickled-swan

Me. Asian? - The American School Vietnam (PG)
Where are you from? Me. Asian? explores this question 
from the perspective of a group of young theatre makers 

living in Vietnam. Verbatim interviews and physical theatre 
intertwine with cultural music and dance to discover how 
we navigate the clash between technology, the West and 

tradition and what it means to truly belong in the 21st 
Century.

 Stevenson Theatre - 16 FEB @ 1:00PM · 50 MINS 15 
FEB @ 4:00PM · 50 MINS 13 FEB @ 7:30PM · 50 MINS

Red Light Confidential - Michael Wheatley (18+ R)
Red Light Confidential is a safe space for artists and 
audiences alike where newbies rub shoulders with 

seasoned pros. With only the best in local and 
international Burlesque, Circus, Cabaret, Music, 

Comedy and Magic on and off stage... Expect the 
unexpected because no one ever knows what to 

expect at Red Light Confidential.
7th Ave - 8 - 9 FEB @ 9:00PM · 70 MINS

The Faerie Queen - Zahara Dance Company. (PG)
Faerie Queen Belladonna, guardian of her niece Violet, 
perceives her as a threat Instead of merely sending her 

away, she imprisons Violet. In Belladonna's lust for power, 
she corrupts the faerie magic, and twists it into something 
dark and cruel. Come on a sensory journey into the faerie 

realm with ZDC.
Stevenson Theatre -19 JAN @ 2:00PM · 7:00PM 45 

MINS

VIVIR Flamenco Guitar & Dance - Aylin Anna 
Eleonora Bayaz (G)

An evening of passion & rhythm by Flamenco guitarist 
Raul Mannola and dancer Aylin Eleonora. Each artist 
brings their vision, tradition, experimentation, freedom 

and improvisation into VIVIR, a fresh new interpretation 
of the ancient art of flamenco. Direct from Spain.

Stevenson Theatre - 15 - 16 FEB @ 7:00PM · 55 MINS

FRINGE WORLD is big on variety
so it’s a good thing the Kleenheat Sizzle Factor is here as your guide. 

Whether you’re looking for old-fashioned fun or something a little more 
adventurous, these ratings help prove there’s something for everyone at FRINGE 

WORLD.

FRINGES GUIDE TO SHOW RATINGS 

Mild: 
A great way to introduce Fringe to a friend or family. 

Medium: 
All round good entertainment. This will push your buttons, but 
ever so slightly. 
Hot: 
Hot shows can be dark, edgy, possibly sexy... always enjoyable. 

Very Hot: 
You won't find this kind of entertainment anywhere but at Fringe. 

MILD

HOT

VERY HOT

HOT

MILD

MILD

MEDIUM

VERY HOT

MEDIUM

"The Pickled Swan” is Midland's FRINGE 
WORLD hub for all things quirky in the eastern 

suburbs! 
Midland FRINGE WORLD is proudly presented 

by Stevenson Theatre,  7th Avenue Bar & 
Restaurant and The Principal Bar & Restaurant.  
The Pickled Swan offers diverse entertainment to 

all age group and demographics!  From local 
talent to world renown acts,  there is something 

coming to your local Fringe hub to suit you! 
Fringe World 2019 runs from January to 

February  with all shows booking fast!  Come 
down and be part of the fun,  laughter and good 

times! 


